One of the major quarries within the Aggregate
Industries group, the 3 million tonnes/year Bardon
Hill Quarry in Leicestershire, is currently
undergoing a multimillion pound upgrade of its
processing plant. Part of this development involves
the creation of a new primary surgepile area which
will be partially below present ground level. The
excavation of this new area has inevitably required
the drilling and blasting of rock which is situated in
close proximity to the primary crusher and
consequently careful consideration of the blast
design parameters was necessary.
The author, Ed Kent, is quarry supervisor at
Bardon Hill Quarry.

Normal production blasting
Production blasts at the quarry take place on faces of approximately 15m in height. Burdens and spacings
are adjusted to maintain a blast ratio of 4-5 tonnes/kg but typically are 3.8m burden and 4.8m spacing. Two
drill rigs operate on site, one suited to 100mm (plus) diameter holes and the other to 127mm (plus) holes.
For normal production blasting hole diameters of 125mm and 135mm are drilled generally between 10°
and 20° (and occasionally up to 25°). The holes are bottom primed with 16L primers and loaded with bulk
emulsion up to a maximum instantaneous charge (MIC) of 215kg per hole. The application of air-deck (or
more commonly air/water-deck) techniques using Stemtek gasbags has been utilized for over three years.
Normal air/water decks are 2.5m in depth, with the minimum being 1.5m, and at least 3.5m of top stemming
is employed. Their application has led to cost savings in explosives with perfectly acceptable results being
achieved, particularly with regards to fragmentation and digability of the rock pile. A typical blast comprises
three rows of 15 holes and yields 40,000 tonnes.
Surgepile blast design
Owing to the proximity of the primary crusher it was acknowledged from the outset that blasting in the area
where the new surgepile was to be located would require careful consideration, especially with respect to
ground vibrations. For the relatively small amount of drilling involved it was felt unjustified to bring in a rig
capable of drilling hole diameters of less than 100mm. An additional constraint was imposed by the fact that
the Nonel system realistically only allows for three decks of explosives per hole.
As a precursor to formulating the blast design it was necessary to determine the level of ground vibration
that could be tolerated in the vicinity of the primary crusher. To ascertain this, a vibrograph transducer was
placed on the crusher foundations to assess the vibration levels experienced during crushing operations.
This exercise was repeated on three separate occasions and was conducted when particularly hard stone
was being processed. The readings peaked at 33mm/s and it was concluded that the foundations would
withstand at least this level. The blast was to be approximately 50m from the primary crusher shed and it
was decided that it should be designed to create a vibration level of no more than 35mm/s at that point. The
normal Bardon Hill regression line (fig. 1), with a distance of 50m and a peak particle velocity of 35mm/s,
was used to calculate the possible maximum charges and yielded the following values:
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FIG. 1 Diagram showing the
regression line at Bardon Hill
Quarry

3.8kg @ 95% confidence level &16.8kg @ 50% confidence level.
Having determined the above values, consideration was given to the practical implications of applying them
to the site conditions. The following factors therefore also had an influence at this stage:
Face height = 11.0m, Hole depth = 12.0m, Preferred blast ratio = 4.5 tonnes/kg, Maximum delays/hole = 3.
Hence, at the 95% confidence limit above:
MIC = 3.8kg, Maximum charge/hole = 11.4kg, Burden = 1.3m, Spacing = 1.3m (assuming square pattern).
Based on historic data, it was judged that the minimum burden that could be tolerated should be no less
than 2.2m, which is somewhat greater than the figure above. Consequently the design was re-evaluated
assuming a square pattern of 2.2m to determine the possible outcome of this option.
Hence, for a blast ratio of 4.5 tonnes/kg:
Maximum charge/hole = 33kg, Charge/deck = 11kg.
This appeared to be a more practical option, as two 5kg cartridges plus a primer would result in a charge
per deck of 10.5kg, or 31.5kg total charge per hole. To reassess the possible consequence of this the
regression analysis was repeated using an MIC of 10.5kg and the predictions at 50m were:
35.6mm/s @ 95% confidence level & 10.5mm/s @ 50% confidence level.
As can be seen, the predicted ground vibration at the 95% confidence level is very close to the proposed
maximum, so it was decided that a 10.5kg MIC would be a safe value to adopt for the blast design.
The excavation of the new surgepile area required holes to be drilled to a depth of 12m, and utilizing 10.5kg
of explosive effectively in this depth of hole is not easy. As mentioned earlier, the Nonel system practically
restricts the user to three decks per hole, therefore each hole could accommodate 31.5kg of explosive.
Also, experience of applying air-deck techniques meant that this system could be utilized to assist the
fragmentation and digability of the blast while employing the minimum amount of explosive. As a blast ratio
of 4.5-5 tonnes/kg is considered to produce an acceptable blast in normal circumstances, a value of 4.5
tonnes/kg was adopted as the basis for the blast design. Using a 105mm diameter hole this effectively
meant having burdens and spacings of 2.2m, and 16 holes were required to perform the blast. The planned
charge per hole and delay sequence is shown in figures 2a and 2b.
The blast
The holes were drilled as prescribed (see fig. 3) and checked the day before the
shot was to be loaded, with some holes found to be wet. Therefore, a
combination of pre-mixed ANFO and Delta 300 (85mm x 5kg) was used. The
loading of the packaged explosive was straightforward as it simply required two
cartridges per deck. To ensure that precisely the right amount of ANFO was
loaded into the holes the initial quantity of 10kg was weighed using a laboratory
balance and poured into a plastic container. The contents were flattened and a
mark was put around the top of the ANFO. Subsequently the container was
filled to the mark when ANFO was required. As is often the case on the day the
blast was loaded, some of the wet holes had more water in them than on the
previous day when they had been checked. Consequently not all the gasbags
were located at their planned position as they were allowed

FIG. 2a (far Left)
Charging plan for holes in
blast SF26 on 10 June 1999
FIG. 2b (left)
Delay pattern
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to inflate on top of the water to seal it off, thus creating
a dry deck above. Although this varied the air/water
gaps in some of the holes, it did not affect the MIC per
deck or the overall charge per hole. The other gas-bags
were lowered into place using wires cut to the exact
length. The holes were connected up using 67ms
delays along the front row and 33ms delays to the back.

FIG. 3 Plan of
blast site
featuring the
vibrograph and
primary crusher

Vibration readings
It was suggested by Vibrock that a vibrograph
transducer should be glued to a rock outcrop to optimize
the vibration reading. A suitable location was identified
which was exactly 18m from the closest hole in the blast
and the transducer was fixed into place. The vibrograph
was then protected from the possible effects of the blast.
Since the distance from the vibrograph to the nearest
hole was known, expected vibration levels at that point
could be estimated. Using the normal Bardon Hill
regression line the following values were determined:
45mm/s @ 50% confidence level & 100m/s @ 95% confidence level
The actual result shows a maximum reading of 47.3mm/s and a resultant of 54.7mm/s, which were
considered to be close enough to the predicted values. It was concluded that the vibration levels within the
vicinity of the primary crusher would have been no higher than those experienced during normal operation.
The blast result
Unsure of what to expect from a blast with these restrictions imposed upon it, the initial reaction was the
impressive state of the rock pile. The expectation had been to see the rockface remain more or less intact
but with cracks in it and little or no movement. In the event a good deal of heave was observed and the
general impression was that the rock pile was not dissimilar to that of a normal production blast, although
doubts remained as to the digability of the shot. Development work is generally undertaken using a Cat 773
and O&K RH40, and both units were employed to load out the shot which dug cleanly all the way to the
rockface, although the RH40 operator thought the blast was ‘abit tight’. As can be seen from figures 4 and 5
the face was left in a clean, stable state with no toes or overhangs. For safety reasons the face has
subsequently been netted and rockbolted, as the construction workers will have to work directly under it.
The general conclusion was that this was a blast conducted in an awkward location with some difficult
restrictions imposed upon it. However a satisfactory outcome was achieved in which it is believed that airdecking using gasbags played an important role.
FIG.4

FIG.5
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